KS1 Y1 Plant Science
Plant Science Lesson Plan 2, October
Leaves, hawthorn, hedges, Autumn
Objective: 1. IDENTIFY and NAME HAWTHORN 2. HEDGES are rows of trees 3. DESCRIBE LEAVES
ACCURATELY. 4. Know that, in AUTUMN, the leaves of many trees CHANGE COLOUR and FALL OFF.
You will need:
1. Lots of different tree leaves; table surfaces to put leaves on.
2. Hello Trees book Harry Hawthorn (available from www.hellotrees.co.uk).
3. Leaf spreadsheet on a whiteboard (free download www.hellotrees/resources)

You need to know: 1. Some leaves have leaflets. It is hard to tell a leaf from a
leaflet once it has been picked. We shall cover compound leaves another time.
2. Conifers: each needle (eg pine) is a leaf; each tiny scale (eg leylandii) is a leaf!
For follow-up art lesson, pupils will need: paper, camera, screen, wax crayons, paint.
Scientfic
method

Before the lesson: Gather lots of leaves. Provide them yourself, ask children to collect them
out of school time but, if possible, take pupils to where they can roar about each filling a
carrier bag with leaves: fallen leaves first, one or two per tree if picked, different shapes,
include leaf stalks.
LESSON
OBSERVE, DESCRIBE, RECORD AND CLASSIFY LEAVES
Ask where the trees were that the leaves came from.

Geog
English
Method
Plants
Maths
IT

Describe leaves: Ask one pupil at a time to describe one of their leaves.
Get all pupils to help observe and describe the leaf: colour: above and underneath; feel:
smooth or rough; edges: smooth or serrated; hairy? use a magnifying glass to look for hairs
underneath, along veins, round edges; stalk: long or short, flat or round, twisted or straight;
points: at leaf tip? at lobe tips? how many? lobes: (bulges, as ear lobes!), number of lobes,
size, direction; veins: one in the centre with branches? size: overall, length, width; shape:
triangular, fan shaped, diamond shaped, heart shaped, round, oval, long and thin, needle,
scale-like (correct botanical term, use magnifying glass.) maple-leaf shaped (also lobed), lobed.
Ask 1st pupil to put their leaf on their table (or chose a table on which to put their leaf).
Record observations of each leaf in the spreadsheet. Say ‘We are recording our
observations’. Print and add to Outdoor Diary.
Group and classify the leaves.
As each pupil finishes describing their leaf, compare the leaf to other leaves. Put the leaf on a
table with leaves of a similar shape or on a new table. Say, ‘We are classifying our leaves by
shape’. When you have had enough, pause, leaving the leaves on the tables.
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Read ‘Harry Hawthorn’ so pupils can IDENTIFY and NAME HAWTHORN TREES.
• Explain: you will read a story. Please remember LEAVES, FLOWERS, SEEDS, BARK
and WHERE TO LOOK for HAWTHORNS (in hedges).
• While reading, emphasise: HEDGE, LEAVES, FLOWERS, SEED IN EACH HAW, BARK.
• Remind pupils of dormouse. size; lives all its life in trees (nest and food); sleeps a lot.
• Emphasise seasons’ cold, warmth, heat, cooler, cold.
• LEAF: count the lobes; which lobes biggest; each lobe nearly 2 lobes; teeth along edge.
Draw the leaf with fingers in the air. Make fingers into scissors and make to cut the shape.
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Comprehension: IDENTIFY and NAME HAWTHORN TREES
• Elicit: LEAF (shape, colour, size), HAW (shape, feel, colours, size), BARK (colour, feel).
• Elicit: HEDGE as a safe place for birds to nest; safe corridor for little animals – including
dormice - to get from one woodland to another to find mates and food.
• Elicit: Birds spit out the seed inside haw – do not swallow and poo it further away.
Ask children to stretch arms wide for bottom lobes, arms a bit up for middle lobes, hands
together, elbows wide for top lobe.
MORE WAYS TO CLASSIFY LEAVES; CHANGES IN AUTUMN
Ask pupils to put ALL the leaves on to the right table according to leaf shape.
Ask pupils to group the leaves on their table into sets of the same colour.
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Elicit: leaves (of some trees) change colour in Autumn then fall off the tree.
Elicit: the tree is shutting down to be ready for Winter. Green goodness has been taken
from leaves and stored in branches, trunk and roots. Goodness will be used in Spring for
new growth, in Summer to make tree food. Elicit: Not all trees lose their leaves in Autumn!
Ask pupils to subdivide the leaves into sets by size. Use the words ‘group’, ‘set’, ‘classify’.
Remind pupils of HAWTHORN LEAF-SHAPE, FLOWERS, HAWS and BARK.
Remind pupils that HEDGES are useful rows of trees: good for farmers and wildlife.
Remind pupils that, in Autumn, LEAVES of many trees, change colour and fall off.
PLENARY
1. Pupils can now IDENTIFY AND NAME HAWTHORN.
2. Pupils know how to OBSERVE AND DESCRIBE LEAVES.
3. Pupils know that, in AUTUMN, leaves of many trees change colour and fall off the tree.
4. Pupils know that HEDGES are useful rows of trees: good for farmers and wildlife.

Art &
Design

Follow-up art lesson: 1. Arrange leaves, photograph, and share. 2. Place paper over the
vein-side of leaves, rub with wax crayons. Use 2 colours. 3. Paint one side of a leaf and
make leaf prints. See also free downloads Leaf Art at www.hellotrees.co.uk/resources.
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